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Candy Bird is a renowned street artist and
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illustrator, who creates unique and playful visuals
addressing social injustices and environmental
concerns around the world. This year, Candy Bird
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was also one of the 12 artists brought together by
Gap REMIX Project to reimagine the classic Gap
logo in an exclusive collection of graphic tees.
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When Candy Bird first started experimenting with
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street art, it proved to be a challenge, especially
financially. In his own words, “When I first started
doing street art, I had no money. I was working two
jobs: one in a noodle shop and one delivering stuff
by motorcycle. When I was cruising around on
delivery, I would look for walls that I could paint.”
Many of his street art pieces could be found along
his delivery route.
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Born and raised in Taipei, Candy Bird has lived in
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the same bedroom his entire life, giving him a
unique perspective on the city. He says, “Taipei is

“

like a middle-aged man who still tries to wear the
latest fashions. There’s a conflict between old and
new, a transcendence of time and a feeling of
loneliness. Before, Taipei used to be handsome, but

now he’s a bit past his prime ”

”
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CANDY BIRD’S SCHEDULE REVOLVES ENTIRELY AROUND
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CREATING ARTWORK AND STUDYING THE WORKS OFOTHERS
FORINSPIRATION. ACCORDING TO HIM, “MY ENTIRE LIFE
REVOLVES AROUND ART, IT’S VERY SIMPLE. SOME PEOPLE
WILLTHINK AN ARTIST’S LIFE IS CRAZY AND EXCITING, BUTITIS
NOTHING LIKE THAT. I WOULDN’TREALLY VIEW MAKING ARTAS
MY JOB. FORME, IT’S JUSTLIKE EATING ORDRINKING – IFI
DON’TDO ITI WON’TFEELRIGHT.”
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Much of Candy Bird’s inspiration comes from his
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background in Buddhism. He is motivated to share
with others the things that he has learned about life,
meaning, and human relations through
contemplation and observation. He says, “I like to
observe others, especially really strange people who
are excessively ambitious, or just common people
on the street.”
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Each of Candy Bird’s pieces has an underlying
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message, whether about current events, politics or

“

society. He tells us, “Ever since I first fell in love with
street art, I realized that street art could broadcast
messages to society from the wall, and it was more
accessible to the public than any art gallery. I feel
that as an artist, I have a responsibility to give

”

something back to society and the world through
my work. Maybe it won’t have any real effect, but
that’s what I aspire to.”
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